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I see fire in your eyes 
Feel our bodies burning from the heat 
Magic runs through our veins 
I'm with you now and thrusting in deep 
And then your on your way 
your love will always stay 
In four walls wishing you were mine 
I won't begin to think 
when the days start to sink 
Will I ever see you in time 

All alone in the night 
I'm reaching out for your love 
Days are passing by 
I visualize but that's not enough 
We need to run away 
the chains won't let me stray 
The secrecy I can't hold back 
When we're all alone 
the whispers turn to moans 
In my grasp, I began to attack 

It's living inside 
Temptation of the flesh 
There's no escaping 
Temptation of the flesh 
A need for passion 
Temptation of the flesh 
The main reaction 
Temptation of the flesh 

I remember when 
I'd cling to you like second flesh 
Crawling out in the night 
out to fulfill your lusting quest 
At times I will forget 
but never will regret 
How we played between the sheets 
And when I feel your sweat 
my hunger must be fed 
You're laying there I'm redy to eat 
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Oh you'll never know 
how my love for you reflects 
A vision in my mind 
I need you here so I can inject 
The passion's growing strong 
as one we do belong 
Bonded till eternity 
maybe a twist of fate 
and if it's not too late 
We'll close the door and hide the key 

(CHORUS
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